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Abstract

A well-known problem within the service-oriented architecture (SOA) community is the need to establish effective SOA governance procedures to enable an organization-wide SOA initiative. A number of organizations and vendors address this problem through SOA governance frameworks that provide models, procedures, and tools for SOA governance. Many of these SOA frameworks are general purpose because they are intended to be useful for a diverse customer base. However, while designed for a wide customer base, vendor SOA frameworks tend to be narrowly focused to work with the specific tools of the vendor. A critical problem for an organization when implementing SOA governance is to customize vendors’ offerings to its specific technological and management context. In this technical note, a lightweight and extensible technique is proposed, one that employs scenarios to tailor existing SOA governance frameworks to the specific needs of an organization.
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a way of designing, developing, deploying, and managing systems characterized by coarse-grained services that represent reusable business functionality. Service consumers compose applications or systems using the functionality provided by these services through standard interfaces. At a high level, SOA is a way to design, develop, deploy, and manage systems in which

- Services provide reusable business functionality.
- Service consumers are built using functionality from available services. Examples of services consumers are end-user applications, portals, internal systems, external systems, and composite services.
- Service interface definitions are first-class artifacts.
- An SOA infrastructure enables discovery, composition, and invocation of services.
- Protocols are predominantly, but not exclusively, message-based document exchanges.

From a more technical point of view, SOA is an architectural style or design paradigm—it is neither a system architecture nor a complete system. As an architectural style, it is characterized by a set of components and connectors, situations when the style is applicable, and benefits associated with implementing the style.

If implemented correctly, SOA adoption can provide business agility, reuse of business functionality, and leverage of legacy systems for an organization. Many organizations recognize these potential benefits and are adopting SOA—some more successfully than others. SOA has indeed “crossed the chasm,”¹ according to a recent Software AG user survey in which 90% of the respondents claim to have made some commitment to SOA adoption [17]. But there are concerns, chief of which appears to be SOA governance. The Software AG user survey also reveals that “an overwhelming percentage of respondents (over 90%) view governance as significant with 54% calling it critical” [17]. Further, Gartner has identified the lack of governance as the most common reason for failure of SOA projects [1], and an InfoWorld 2007 SOA Trend Survey labels the lack of governance is the main inhibitor for SOA adoption (50%) [2]. An ebizQ survey on SOA governance funded by Oracle covering 118 companies, reveals that most organizations believe that SOA governance is a critical part of their SOA strategy, with 49% believing that without governance their SOA plans will fail [18].

There are several definitions of SOA governance. For example, IBM defines SOA governance as the process of establishing the chain of responsibilities and communications, policies, measurements, and control mechanisms that allow people to carry out their responsibilities in SOA projects [3]. ebizQ states that SOA governance provides organizations with the processes, policies, and solutions/technologies that can help to manage increasingly complex SOA deployments in an effective and efficient manner [18].

¹ This term was coined by Geoffrey Moore in his book *Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling High-Tech Products to Mainstream Customers* to refer to the chasm that exists between visionaries (early adopters) and pragmatists (early majority), from a technology adoption perspective.
In general, SOA governance provides a set of policies, rules, and enforcement mechanisms for developing, using, and evolving service-oriented systems, and for analysis of the business value of those systems. SOA governance includes policies, procedures, roles, and responsibilities for design-time governance and runtime governance. Design-time governance includes elements such as rules for strategic identification, development, and deployment of services; reuse; and legacy system migration. It also enforces consistency in use of standards, SOA infrastructure, and processes. Runtime governance develops and enforces rules to ensure that services are executed only in ways that are legal and that important runtime data is logged. From a life-cycle point of view, design-time governance applies to early activities such as planning, architecture, design, and development. Runtime governance applies to deployment and management of service-oriented systems.

Often, organizations begin their exposure to SOA with small pilot projects that provide the environment to experience and learn about various aspects of service orientation. However, these pilot projects are often pragmatically limited to experimentation with technical feasibility and do not address SOA governance. Even when SOA governance is addressed, the results are unlikely to scale to organization-wide SOA efforts, leaving many critical SOA governance questions unanswered, such as:

- What services should be implemented?
- Does a proposed service represent a new, reusable capability?
- How are service changes and upgrades decided and communicated?
- What are expectations for service verification and validation?
- Who pays for maintenance and development of services?
- Who owns a service and the data it uses?

There are multiple SOA governance frameworks that provide basic governance concepts to support SOA adopters. Some of these are offered by

- IT market leaders such as IBM and Oracle [4], [5]
- niche SOA vendors and consultants such as SOA Software, Software AG and AgilePath [6], [7], [8]
- independent consulting companies such as CBDi [9]
- industry organizations, even if they are not SOA specific, such as the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [10]

These frameworks can be very useful; they define specific vocabulary and identify the basic capabilities of SOA governance. Some even suggest architectures and identify best practices, particularly for use of vendor-specific tools. They were developed based on experiences of actual organizations, and as such represent abstracted and generalized critical features of SOA governance. The frequent failures of SOA governance are not due to these frameworks, but to the inability of organizations to relate and adapt them to their specific contexts. While the frameworks suggest in general what is involved in SOA governance, they do not tell organizations specifically what to do and how to do it.

This report proposes a scenario-based technique for tailoring existing SOA governance frameworks in order to establish a customized SOA governance strategy that addresses the needs of a
specific organization adopting SOA. Although the technique could be applied in a multi-
organizational context, and some elements of the established strategy could involve relationships
with other organizations, the focus of this report is the implementation within a single organiza-
tion. Section 2 presents concepts related to SOA governance and analyzes several existing SOA
governance frameworks to identify common elements in these frameworks. Section 3 presents a
scenario-based technique for identifying organization-specific SOA governance needs and for
tailoring SOA governance frameworks to address these needs. Section 4 summarizes and con-
cludes the report.
2 Existing Governance Frameworks

Existing SOA governance frameworks are diverse, employ unique vocabularies, and possess different strengths and limitations. However, there are many common elements across these frameworks that are often obscured by their unique vocabularies and marketing jargon. This section presents an abstract architecture of existing SOA governance frameworks that removes vendor-and implementation-specific details and summarizes the core concepts using a simple, generic vocabulary. The SOA governance frameworks listed in Section 1 were considered for this analysis because of their widespread popularity in the SOA community.

Figure 1: Entity-Relationship Diagram of SOA Governance Framework Elements

Figure 1 shows an abstraction of the following common elements in these SOA governance frameworks, expressed as a simple entity-relationship diagram.

- SOA Governance
- IT Governance
- Corporate Governance
- Best Practices
Sections 2.1 through 2.5 discuss the entities presented in Figure 1, as well as some important relationships among these entities.

2.1 SOA Governance is Part of Corporate and IT Governance

All of the governance frameworks studied for this report assume that SOA governance is part of a larger corporate governance or IT governance framework. For example, not allowing the installation of certain software products on office machines due to security concerns is an example of IT governance that is not related to SOA governance. This implies that any implementation of a new SOA governance framework must be done in the context of corporate and IT governance models and practices and must fit the organization’s unique culture. Organizations adopting an SOA governance framework should be clear about how it supports broader business and IT goals. Some frameworks strongly suggest creating an SOA CoE to oversee the strategy and implementation of SOA governance mechanisms organization-wide. The scenario-based technique proposed in this report could be orchestrated by an SOA CoE.

2.2 SOA Governance is Incremental and Based on Maturity Models

Across the frameworks we considered, there is agreement that an organization should implement SOA governance incrementally. An incremental approach involves (1) analyzing the organization’s existing IT and SOA governance structures (e.g., policies, processes, tools, organizational units) and the future governance required for SOA and (2) determining a step-wise approach for implementing SOA governance or improving and enhancing if it already exists. An incremental approach will allow an organization to adopt best practices gradually—and learn from early mistakes to improve subsequent practices. In addition, an organization can put in place SOA governance strategies that support early phases of migration to SOA. For example, an organization can determine that the first step in migrating will involve implementing services that are exactly analogous to existing, non-SOA capabilities. SOA governance practices can verify the analogous nature of the new services and support their deployment. Applications can then code calls to these services in place of existing calls (or whatever mechanism was used). At this stage, it may be appropriate to put in place practices to ensure that services are invoked and used appropriately by applications.

A key feature of SOA governance frameworks is the incorporation of a maturity model that evaluates the sophistication of the policies and practices in place within an organization. The rationale for maturity models is that as organizations become more mature with respect to SOA adoption, governance aligned with the increased maturity is warranted. Some form of maturity model is present in all the considered frameworks, although the actual models are quite different. IBM
has perhaps the most comprehensive model [11]. It is based on the type and maturity of integration (data integration, application integration, functional integration, process integration, supply-chain integration, virtual infrastructure, and eco-system integration) inside an organization. The CBDI maturity model is focused on the maturity of policies, processes, organization, and infrastructure [12].

### 2.3 Policies, Processes, and Best Practices

An SOA policy, as shown in Figure 1, is a directive or strategy that is defined independently of how it will be carried out. For example, a policy might require that all services undergo certification before they can be used. Policies are implemented through processes and ideally should be influenced by best practices.

Policies are important elements of all SOA governance frameworks, but policies differ widely in terms of their importance, scope, specificity, and potential implementations. Some policies such as those related to service usage and quality of service monitoring can be formally specified and enforced automatically. Others require the commitment and discipline of people to adhere to specific processes that support the policy in order to achieve desired outcomes and compliance.

Not all policies are equally constraining—some are merely guidelines. For example, guidelines are often created for identifying preferred granularity of services. However, a particular service may be an exception to the guideline due to specific quality requirements (e.g., performance). Other policies are more stringent and can result in critical consequences when violated. For example, failure to comply with a policy requiring registration of new services results in duplication of services across the organization. This violation is counterproductive to the goal of organization-wide reuse.

### 2.4 Policy Compliance and Enforcement Mechanisms

All of the frameworks we considered include an emphasis on compliance and enforcement. In the case of vendor-created SOA frameworks, compliance and enforcement strategies are consistent with and supported by the SOA products they market. For example, vendors with strong repository/registry products advocate runtime monitoring and enforcement of service usage that can be accomplished by their products, while those vendors with strong modeling and design support prefer to emphasize governance controlling the design of services.

There are numerous commercial software tools that implement aspects of SOA governance by supporting specific policies and monitoring compliance. While tools supporting compliance and monitoring for the majority of the service life cycle are available, no single vendor provides a full suite of tools or an integrated solution. One of the biggest challenges is creating a “best-of-breed” solution by integrating various products [13]. Unfortunately, there are no SOA-specific governance standards [14]. There are also no standards that allow governance tools to be easily tied together into an integrated solution. Thus, building a best-of-breed solution for SOA governance and compliance will remain a difficult task, which might be eased if vendors adopted standards. On the other hand, standardizing all aspects of SOA governance may be unrealistic and may not yield all the benefits associated with standardization. First, given that SOA governance is part of IT governance and each organization has specific SOA needs, standardizing all aspects of SOA governance will require all organizations to follow the same IT governance approach, which is
unlikely and unrealistic. Secondly, most aspects of SOA governance are limited to a single organization, which means that standardization in the context of SOA governance would be more beneficial where inter-organization interoperation is important, which is not always the case.

2.5 SOA Center of Excellence

Many frameworks strongly suggest the creation of SOA CoE that not only promotes adoption of SOA best practices organization-wide but can also

- evaluate and recommend SOA governance tools and products best suited for the organization
- keep track of the latest technologies and vendor products
- help various units inside the organization adopt existing governance policies and create new ones, if required.
- monitor the compliance to SOA governance policies across the organization, as well as provide the business with a realistic analysis of the maturity of the service-oriented initiatives.

Although creating a CoE is widely recommended, it is not necessary for establishing SOA governance.
3 Developing SOA Governance Using Scenarios

Many organizations considering SOA adoption are at least somewhat aware of the governance frameworks of various vendors and industry groups. However, the SOA governance needs of these organizations vary across a wide spectrum. On one end are organizations where extreme agility in producing new applications and services is key (either directly by the organization or by other interested parties). On the other end are SOA implementations in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) that involve military command and control and real-time surveillance where there is a high need for control.

Clearly, the same SOA governance solution or framework is not appropriate for everyone. Some differentiators are cultural—technical sophistication, application domain, process disciplines, business/mission goals, and market profile. In most cases, it is neither desirable nor possible for organizations to directly adopt a solution from a single vendor. In some cases, organizations may find the vendor governance frameworks overwhelming. Also, organizations may find that their unique SOA governance needs and characteristics of existing infrastructure, applications, and IT governance approaches impose constraints that preclude single vendor strategies. These organizations may consider building their own SOA governance implementation.

Thus, while organizations may be aware of the available governance frameworks, they also might be confused about what SOA governance can do for them, what SOA governance actually entails for them, which specific governance capabilities they should implement, and what strategies for adopting those capabilities they should employ. They probably understand the need for SOA governance, but they do not understand how to implement SOA governance within their specific context.

We believe there is a need for an impartial technique that distills and simplifies the key elements of the existing commercial models, and allows organizations to quickly understand what they need to do to build appropriate SOA governance. The approach that we propose supports organizations in understanding their SOA governance needs and the context in which they need to implement SOA governance. This approach focuses only on the technical aspects of SOA governance. For example, human resource allocation or funding issues related to an SOA project are outside the scope of this approach.

In addition, many organizations play multiple roles or address multiple perspectives in their SOA implementations. They build services (service provider), develop applications that consume services (service consumer), and also build their SOA infrastructure (infrastructure provider), often because of the unique demands of the SOA environment they are establishing. Other organizations are playing only one or two of these roles, as in the example of organizations that are developing or using third-party services. Effective SOA governance for these organizations has to consider each of the relevant perspectives operative in a given context. The scenario-based technique proposed here takes into account these perspectives without going into specific roles.² Each sce-

² The SOA governance frameworks analyzed go into very specific details about roles and responsibilities (e.g., SOA Architect, SOA Designer) but do not consider the distinction between the perspectives of service consumer, service provider, and infrastructure provider that we believe are important.
Scenario provides the context and requirements for a specific situation related to technical aspects in an SOA project. The elements of a scenario are defined in Section 3.5.

Characteristics of the technique include

- vendor-neutral and applicable regardless of which vendor-provided or custom SOA governance framework is adopted
- scenario-based to capture organization-specific governance concerns
- risk-aware to support organizations in the analysis and remediation of potential problems in governance

The technique is not intended to replace existing commercial offerings, but to provide a starting point to help organizations understand their specific SOA governance needs and navigate the available offerings. Thus, the technique can be applied in conjunction with the governance frameworks we have considered or any other existing frameworks.

3.1 Overview of the Technique

The technique employs six activities to understand the organization’s context and to create scenarios relating to an existing SOA governance framework. These activities include

1. Establish context—SOA governance drivers, framework, and scope.
2. Develop classification schemes.
3. Create affinity groups by SOA governance needs.
4. Create and refine scenarios of SOA governance needs.
5. Consolidate scenarios.
6. Customize policies to fit SOA governance framework.

A visual representation of the technique is presented in Figure 2, in which the direction of the arrows illustrates the flow of activities. This figure shows that the first three activities can be performed concurrently. However, for a single iteration they should be completed before the individual groups can start developing scenarios (even if there is a need to revisit these activities at some point in the process). The remaining activities are sequential. The loop shown in Figure 2 from Activity 6 back to Activity 1 reflects an incremental approach to SOA governance that requires continuous revision of the context, the groupings of SOA governance elements, and the grouping of organizational units.
Activities 1 and 2 in Figure 2 (Establish Context and Develop Classification Schemes) are organization-wide actions that should be performed by a central authority (such as the SOA CoE) to foster general agreement. Create Affinity Groups, Activity 3, requires interaction between the central authority and the various lines of business involved (or planning to be involved) in SOA efforts. Activity 4 (Create Scenarios) is repeated for each of the organizational units identified in Activity 3. The final two activities, Consolidate Scenarios and Customize Policies, build on the results of previous ones. Activity 5 consolidates all the scenarios identified in Activity 4 by each group. Activity 6 relates the work of the previous activities to the organization’s chosen SOA governance framework. Each activity in the technique is described in a subsequent section.
3.2 Activity 1: Establish Context

The goal of establishing context is to collect and record information that will guide the scenario and policy generation activities. One part of establishing context is determining the business drivers or justification for SOA governance. For example, the organization may be driven to ensure that all users of a business service access the same capability—that there is consistent and widespread use of the same service within the organization. Or, the organization may be driven to ensure that no “rogue” versions of services can be used and that all services are completely vetted for security, reliability, and other qualities (i.e., certified) prior to deployment. If these drivers have not previously been made explicit, they must be made so at this point to inform all participants in the scenario generation process about the expectations of the organization.

Another part of establishing context is identifying the scope of the SOA governance effort. If it is impossible to develop a consistent set of drivers for all participants (i.e., if various participants are expected to respond to different goals), the context of the scenario-based activity should be scaled to assure that all participants are responding to consistent drivers. One result of scaling the context may be that multiple implementations of the scenario-based technique are needed for groups within the organization that must address disjointed SOA governance drivers.

The final part of establishing context is selecting an SOA governance framework that addresses the identified drivers. This SOA governance framework can be an existing framework from a commercial vendor, one based on a standard or a widely recommended approach such as ITIL, one custom-built for the organization, or a hybrid of all of the preceding. For organizations that have IT governance in place, the most logical step is to select an SOA governance framework that is consistent with existing IT governance.

3.3 Activity 2: Develop Classification Schemes

Classification schemes are used to categorize scenarios and the policies designed to address problems they raise. The schemes can often be simply based on the selected SOA governance framework. Common classification schemes group scenarios according to goals (e.g., service certification), life-cycle phase (e.g., service design time), focus of activity (e.g., financial, technology), or usage (e.g., externally visible services, internally visible services). For example, CBDi provides a model of the service life-cycle phases (feasibility, approval, design, build/integrate, and launch) that can serve as a classification scheme [9]. Oracle provides a framework for policies related to people, financial, portfolio, operation, architecture, information, technology, and project execution as shown in Figure 3 [5]. This framework can be the impetus for an alternate classification scheme.

Classification schemes also provide a shorthand for discussing groups of governance scenarios and policies and support efficient communication among participants. In addition, to ensure broad coverage of governance concerns in the scenarios and simplify the consolidation of the efforts of multiple participants, classification schemes should be developed as input to scenario generation.©

---

3 It may be the case, especially in organizations new to governance, that classification schemes identified as scenarios are generated in the next step. If this is the case, the classification schemes need to be updated for all other groups so that everyone uses the same classification—an aid also for the consolidation step.
It is often useful to employ multiple classification schemes. For example, an organization may find value in applying both a life cycle phase scheme like that of CBDi to identify the major stages a service will go through, as well as an activity-focused scheme like that of Oracle to ensure that all aspects of governance are covered in each life-cycle phase.

![SOA Governance diagram]

**Figure 3: SOA Governance Elements in Oracle’s SOA Governance Framework**

### 3.4 Activity 3: Create Affinity Groups by SOA Governance Needs

The first two activities are best accomplished by employing a top-down approach under control of a central authority such as a CoE. However, central authority insight is limited by the differing SOA governance needs within the organization. Indeed, it is difficult (and some would argue impossible) for a central authority to identify the full range and scope of governance issues within the organization or to understand the ramifications of the selected SOA governance frameworks on all parts of the organization.

These different needs are driven by varying views of the governance problem and different ways that various groups must respond to solve problems. Groups with similar and related needs (affinity groups) are created and tasked with creating scenarios to capture these different viewpoints. One common and logical approach, for example, is to group according to lines of business.

We recommend two guidelines for affinity group membership. First, the grouping process should lead to group sizes that are manageable and allow the productive generation of scenarios. Second, each group should incorporate representatives of the three perspectives of service provider, infrastructure provider, and service consumer, if they all exist in the given organization whose governance scope is under consideration.

### 3.5 Activity 4: Create and Refine Scenarios of SOA Governance Needs

Scenarios are generated independently by each of the affinity groups established in Activity 3. Generating appropriate scenarios that provide broad coverage of SOA governance will likely require multiple brainstorming sessions. Each session is typically held as a workshop to encourage insightful thinking about the real problems that the group will face in SOA governance. Similar

---

4 Literature on brainstorming and team exercises claims that ideal group size is 3-5 people, with a maximum of 12-15 people, plus a facilitator.
scenario-based approaches have been successfully applied in many engineering contexts, including requirements analysis and architecture tradeoff analysis [15], [16].

The initial round of brainstorming is intended to elicit broad coverage of governance problems, a goal supported by requiring groups to consider a set of scenarios that address as many categories within the classification scheme as possible. To accomplish this, the facilitator goes through each category in the classification scheme and asks the group to think about situations that could lead to problems which could be alleviated if there were some kind of policy or control in place. For example, using Oracle’s classification scheme, a concern under Operations could be access to unauthorized data, a concern under Technology could be inconsistent use of a particular technology by service developers, and a concern under People could be the definition of the role responsible for registry maintenance.

Following this initial round, the groups may need to reconsider the list of scenarios by validating them against the drivers and scope of SOA governance. In an extreme case, it might be necessary to revisit the first activity in the process because the scenario(s) may not be achievable in the context. At this point, the group is asked to remove, merge, add, or reword scenarios, if necessary. Each final scenario is then documented using the template provided in Table 1.

Table 1: SOA Governance Scenario Template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>Very informal description of a concern with respect to SOA adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Description</td>
<td>Concise description of a situation, the context in which the situation occurs, and the participants in the situation that would address the above concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance Drivers</td>
<td>The specific SOA governance drivers (defined in Section 3.2) that must be addressed in any policies that are created to address the scenario.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Categories</td>
<td>Each service should be related to at least one category that is part of the classification scheme defined previously. For example, if the classification scheme is based on service life-cycle phases, then a scenario involving avoiding redundancy in services may be categorized as planning phase governance. A single scenario may be categorized into more than one category (e.g., design-time and runtime) or there may be multiple classification schemes (e.g., service life cycle and business line).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspectives</td>
<td>We identify three primary perspectives involved in SOA governance: service provider, service consumer, and infrastructure provider. Separating these three perspectives offers a valuable abstraction for understanding governance issues. Each perspective will likely map to multiple roles within the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>Policies are a starting point for implementing governance. A scenario may map to multiple policies. For example, a scenario involving release of new versions of a service may map to policies for service providers, policies for service consumers, and policies for infrastructure providers, because each must respond in predefined ways during a release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Mechanisms</td>
<td>Implementation mechanisms are suggested approaches to implementing policies. For example, implementing a policy for a trusted registry may involve mechanisms such as digital signatures for interfaces and the restriction of access to the registry to select, trusted parties. There may be multiple mechanisms required to implement a single policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks and Mitigations</td>
<td>Multiple risks are potentially associated with each policy and mechanism, and multiple mitigations may be associated with risks. Mitigations may be assigned to one or more perspectives and may ultimately lead to additional tasks or policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scenario Element | Description
-----------------|--------------------------------------------------
Implications      | Implications relate the work of the individual groups back to SOA governance within the larger organization. Implications of policies, implementation mechanisms, and associated risks may potentially affect the SOA governance framework, the CoE, best practices, tool support, or any other aspect of governance.

Exceptions        | Exceptions are situations where proposed policies are inappropriate or where alternate policies are needed. Exceptions are rarely considered when developing SOA governance strategy, but almost all attempts to implement SOA governance will be faced with exceptions.

Table 2 maps each element of a scenario to the activity in which it is identified, created, or updated. (Note that no scenario element is identified, created, or updated in the create affinity groups activity.)

**Table 2: Scenario Elements Mapped to Activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Element</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>Establish context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Description</td>
<td>Develop classification schemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance Drivers</td>
<td>Create affinity groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Categories</td>
<td>Create scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspectives</td>
<td>Create scenarios and create policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>Customized policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Mechanisms</td>
<td>Suggest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks and Mitigations</td>
<td>Suggest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implications</td>
<td>Suggest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptions</td>
<td>Suggest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A scenario defined using the template is shown in Table 3. The scenario is on avoiding services with little or no potential for use.

**Table 3: Scenario Example Using Template**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>Departments within the organization start to deploy services and there is no control or centralized knowledge of deployed services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Description</td>
<td>A service provider that tries to expose a service that corresponds to capability with limited or no use is prevented from doing so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance Drivers</td>
<td>Organization-wide reuse of services to reduce development costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Category</td>
<td>Service Planning Phase, Service Deployment Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspectives</td>
<td>Service provider, infrastructure provider (infrastructure provider may be involved if part of the verification process occurs inside the infrastructure).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>Before starting development, any service provider needs to prove the business need for the service and that the service is not redundant with</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Scenario Element Description

- existing services.
  - All available services have to be published in the centrally accessible service repository.

### Implementation Mechanisms

- Service providers, before starting service development, must fill out a form in which they describe the capability provided, related services already available in the registry, and business processes that will use the service. This form is validated by business process owners.
- Services providers must check in their services to a centrally accessible registry.

### Risks and Mitigations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service providers and service consumers override the central registry.</td>
<td>Create an audit process that periodically monitors the service usage and checks for non-registered services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The service metadata does not provide enough information about the service to make a decision on redundancy.</td>
<td>Service providers can provide examples of service usage and the business process where the service is being used. The service consumers should also update the metadata based on feedback from service consumers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Implications

- All groups and the SOA CoE have to agree on a tool (e.g., registry) and the processes that should be suggested in the implementation mechanisms.

### Exceptions

- None

---

### 3.6 Activity 5: Consolidate Scenarios

The goal of consolidation is to reconcile and merge the work of the various groups in order to identify SOA governance policies for the organization. This process is carried out by the central authority responsible for overall SOA governance (e.g., the SOA CoE) in conjunction with representatives from the various affinity groups. Several cases may arise during consolidation of scenarios generated by different groups:

1. **A scenario is consistently included by multiple groups** (i.e., multiple groups recognize a similar problem and address it in similar ways). In this case, the goal is to merge the scenarios and establish a unified policy that addresses the concerns of most of the groups.

2. **A scenario is in conflict with another scenario.** In this case, various groups have different understandings or prioritizations of SOA governance drivers. It is important to understand whether the conflict is at the level of implementation or the business goal. Conflicts affecting the implementation can be resolved by recommending a policy and an appropriate implementation mechanism. However, if the business goals related to each policy are in conflict, the scenarios should be treated separately.

3. **A scenario is unique.** In this case, the need is to ensure that the scenario is appropriately addressed by SOA governance policy.

4. **Several scenarios across groups appear to be similar, although they are actually different.** In this case, the scenarios should be further refined to differentiate between them.

5. **Elements of a scenario from one group are in conflict with one or more scenarios from other groups.** For example, the details of various scenarios may suggest conflicting policies or mechanisms to address the same situation. In this case, the need is to reconcile the work of the groups on a case-by-case basis. For example, two groups may identify identical scenarios that require some certification of services prior to deployment. One
group advocates central certification while the other argues for local certification. The team must use its judgment and experience to select a solution (e.g., central certification, local certification, or a “third way”). A different approach may be necessary when differing mechanisms reflect real differences in context or SOA governance needs across groups. In this case, the organization may support different certification strategies for different contexts.

The result of these activities is a single set of consistent, implementable policies across the various groups that have been fully validated against governance drivers.

### 3.7 Activity 6: Customize Policies to Fit SOA Governance Framework

The primary goal of the customization activity is to fold the findings of the various teams, now reflected in a single set of implementable policies and other elements, back into the organization-wide SOA governance approach. Customizing policies requires the consolidation team to analyze whether the consolidated scenarios and policies are consistent with the selected SOA governance framework. Several interesting cases may occur:

1. Where the policies do not provide complete coverage of the framework, a decision must be made whether policies should be added or are not needed because the missing coverage represents areas that are unnecessary for the organization.
2. Where policies have been developed that do not map to the framework, the framework may need to be extended. This need may arise when the organization has specific SOA requirements that are not addressed by the selected SOA governance framework. One possible solution is to look at other frameworks which may provide elements missing from the selected framework.
3. Where policies are inconsistent with the framework, either the policies or the framework needs to be modified.

A secondary goal of the customization activity is to identify how the policies can be implemented and supported across the organization. The information captured in the scenario template (see Table 1 on page 13) related to policy and policy implementation is a valuable starting point for developing the organization’s overall SOA governance strategy.

### 3.8 Evolve and Iterate

It is unlikely that all the necessary policies required for SOA governance can be established in a single iteration of the process for these reasons:

- The SOA effort in an organization matures and creates governance needs in new areas.
- There are changes in technology.
- Business goals and needs change.

The organization can accommodate these areas of change by periodically iterating through the process to identify new scenarios and the corresponding SOA governance policies and implementation mechanisms to support them.
4 Conclusions

Vendor and other existing SOA governance frameworks are a useful starting point for an organization adopting SOA. However, mandating an existing framework without considering the unique needs of the organization may result in inefficiencies, overkill, or, even worse, complete failure.

Rather than by fiat, adoption of an SOA governance framework should start with an analysis of organizational needs for SOA governance. We believe that the scenario-based technique described in this report provides a mechanism that is vendor neutral, compatible with existing SOA governance frameworks, simple, and easily scalable. The technique can be used in the early phases of SOA adoption to lay the foundation for organization-specific SOA governance and can also provide insight into a sequencing of policies based on actual needs. The technique can also be used to capture the inevitably changing needs for governance as SOA is deployed. Where needs are changing, groups can be asked to consider modifications to existing scenarios and to generate new scenarios that capture their improved and changing understanding. These changes can then be related back to the existing SOA governance framework.
Appendix  Examples of SOA Governance Frameworks

This appendix is a list in alphabetical order of some of the SOA governance frameworks that were studied for the creation our approach. The list is included simply to show examples of existing frameworks. The SEI does not endorse the products or services listed below.

AgilePath's SOA Governance Model

According to AgilePath, “SOA governance is the definition, implementation and ongoing execution of an SOA stakeholder decision model and accountability framework that ensures an organization is pursuing an appropriate SOA strategy, aligned with IT and business goals, and is executing that strategy in accordance with guidelines and constraints defined by a body of SOA principles and policies.” The AgilePath four-tier governance model is represented in Figure 4 [8]. This model is tied to an integrated policy enforcement model and to the concept of governance performance management. Additional information can be found at http://www.agile-path.com.

![AgilePath's Governance Model](image-url)

**Figure 4: AgilePath's Governance Model**
CBDi SAE SOA Governance Framework

According to CBDi, “SOA governance is the part of IT governance that refers to the organizational structures, policies, and processes that ensure that an organization’s SOA efforts sustain and extend the organization’s business and IT strategies, and achieve the desired outcomes.” The CBDi governance model is represented in Figure 5 as a set of different views that address the how, what, who, and when aspects of SOA governance [9]. Additional information can be found at http://www.cbdiforum.com.

Figure 5: CBDi-SAE SOA Governance Framework
IBM SOA Governance and Management Method

According to IBM, “SOA governance is an extension of IT governance specifically focused on the life cycle of services, metadata and composite applications in an organization’s service-oriented architecture.” Consistent with this definition, the IBM SOA governance model is based on a life cycle for SOA governance, in which each phase has defined steps and deliverables, as shown in Figure 6 [4]. Some of the specific elements that are covered in the framework are centered on the life cycle for services, from identification to deployment to consumption. Additional information can be found at http://www-01.ibm.com/software/solutions/soa/gov/.

Figure 6: IBM SOA Governance and Management Method
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)

ITIL is a framework developed by the OGC (Office of Governance Commerce) on behalf of the British government. ITIL is composed of best practices and policies for IT service management. ITIL v3 is divided into Service Strategies, Service Design, Service Transition, Service Operation, and Continual Service Improvement, as shown in Figure 7 [19]. Even though the scope of IT services is beyond services in the SOA context, much of the guidance in ITIL has application to SOA service development, deployment, and management. Additional information can be found at http://www.ogc.gov.uk/, http://www.itil.org, and http://www.itil-officialsite.com/.

Figure 7: ITIL Core Framework
Oracle SOA Governance Model

According to Oracle, “SOA Governance can be defined as the interaction between policies (what), decision-makers (who), and processes (how) in order to ensure SOA success.” The Oracle SOA governance model includes a set of best practices and a six-step process to define SOA governance. It is organized around key leverage points for SOA governance policies, as shown in Figure 8 [5]. Additional information can be found at http://www.oracle.com/technologies/soa/soa-governance.html.

Figure 8: Oracle SOA Governance Model (Key Leverage Points for Policies)
SOA Software SOA Governance Model

According to SOA Software, “SOA Governance is about making sure that the enterprise builds the right things, builds them right, and makes sure that what it has built is behaving right.” SOA Software’s SOA governance model is organized around an integrated SOA governance solution that is automated by its product portfolio. At a high level, the model is organized around planning, development, operational, and policy governance, as presented in Figure 9 [6]. It includes a set of best practices and use cases to aid in SOA governance implementation. Additional information can be found at http://www.soa.com/.

Figure 9:  SOA Software Integrated Governance Model
Software AG SOA Governance Model

According to Software AG, “SOA governance is [a] subset of IT governance. It establishes policies, controls, and enforcement mechanisms required for successful SOA adoption by giving IT visibility and control over their SOA development and deployment.” The model is based on service-level life cycle governance that is supported by their product suite [7]. Additional information can be found at http://www.softwareag.com/Corporate/products/wm/soa_governance/default.asp.
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A well-known problem within the service-oriented architecture (SOA) community is the need to establish effective SOA governance procedures to enable an organization-wide SOA initiative. A number of organizations and vendors address this problem through SOA governance frameworks that provide models, procedures, and tools for SOA governance. Many of these SOA frameworks are general purpose because they are intended to be useful for a diverse customer base. However, while designed for a wide customer base, vendor SOA frameworks are narrowly focused to work with the specific tools of the vendor. A critical problem for an organization when implementing SOA governance is to customize vendors’ offerings to its specific technological and management context. In this technical note, a lightweight and extensible technique is proposed, one that employs scenarios to tailor existing SOA governance frameworks to the specific needs of an organization.